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P2428 Prospectivity Review 

>850 BCF of P50 Resources across 3 Prospects

P2428 was awarded to Deltic in the UK’s

30th Licensing Round with an effective date

of 1st October 2018.

The licence is located in an area of proven

gas production with the depleted Forbes

field which produced from the Bunter Sst

located on block.

The area is underexplored compared to

other parts of the basin and we have

recognised significant additional potential in

a number of other proven reservoirs.

Using reprocessed legacy 2D seismic data

the Deltic Technical Team have identified 3

key prospects including the Carboniferous

aged “Cupertino”, a Cygnus analogue

“Richmond” in the Leman Sst and a

Zechstein reef opportunity “Plymouth”

which is highly analogous to our existing

Pensacola project which was farmed out to

Shell in 2019.
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Cupertino is a large Carboniferous inversion structure

at the NW end of the Southern North Sea. The target

reservoir is the Scremerston Formation and although

there are no well penetrations on the licence the

sandstones of the Scremerston are proven producers

at the Breagh Field and the nearby Crosgan discovery.

The Cupertino prospect is similar to the Cadence and

Cortez prospects, located on Deltic licences P2567 and

P2424 respectively. The nearest Carboniferous

discoveries are Pegasus and Andromeda, both drilled

by Spirit Energy, which are located approximately 20

kilometres to the South.

The prospect is a 3-way dip and fault sealed structure

with the large North Dogger Fault providing side seal

along the Northern edge of the prospect. The fault seal

provides the potential for the greatest upside volumes

associated with the prospect and is also a key risk.

Cupertino has estimated P50 Prospective Resources of

370 BCF with a GCoS of 26% which is expected to

improve if 3D seismic is shot across the acreage.
- Inversion Model from Ferrer, 2016

Cupertino Prospect

P50 Resources of 370 BCF

2km
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- Conceptual GDE Map -during Late Permian 
period – P2428 in red

The Richmond Prospect is a build up of Leman

Sandstone on the northern edge of the Permian aged

Silverpit Lake. The play concept is proven by the

Cygnus Field and the Richmond prospect is located in

a similar paleogeographic position where sands are

expected to ring this ancient lake shore.

Wells to the West and East indicate P2428 is directly in

the sand fairway and the newly reprocessed data

shows a 3 way dip and fault sealed structure at base

Zechstein.

Available data suggests the key fault juxtaposes the

Leman Sst reservoir against Silverpit shales and

halites of the Zechstein providing sealing potential.

New 3D seismic has the potential to significantly de-risk

this opportunity and geophysical attributes have been

shown to be a good discriminator for sand quality and

gas presence at Cygnus.

Richmond has estimated P50 Prospective Resources

of 211 BCF with a GCoS of 20%.

Richmond Prospect

P50 Resources of 211 BCF

- 3D Map of Top 
Rotliegendes

- Panamint Valley playa lake

1km
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Plymouth is a large Z2 Hauptdolomit carbonate build up

which is highly analogous to the Pensacola prospect on

Deltic Licence P2252 which was farmed out to Shell

and the 2019 discovery at Darach.

Like today’s coral reefs, it grew in warm shallow seas

during the Late Permian era, approximately 260 million

years ago. The structure is a four way dip closure with

the best reservoir expected on the reef edges.

It is expected that Shell will drill a well on Pensacola in

Q4 2021 which will further de-risk the play and have

significant read across to the Plymouth prospect.

Plymouth has estimated P50 Prospective Resources of

282 BCF with a GCoS of 20%.

Plymouth Prospect

P50 Resources of 282 BCF

- 3D Map of Top Hauptdolomit Reef

East West
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Development Options

Underexplored but never stranded

- Kellas SNS operated pipelines 

P2428

Licence P2428 has a number of existing and potential

future offtake options should exploration prove

commercial quantities of gas on block.

A mothballed Northern extension of the ETS which

originally connected the now decommissioned Forbes

field to Shell operated Bacton terminal in Norfolk, via

the Trent field, exists on the southern part of the licence

and could provide a very low cost export route.

Alternatively the Cygnus and Breagh fields both provide

offtake options within 60km of the licence. The

proposed development of the Pegasus discovery

immediately to the South could also provide another

offtake option.

The licence is also located close to significant offshore

wind infrastructure which may also provide a number of

innovative development opportunities from emissions

reducing platform electrification to offshore generation

of electricity exported via windfarms or offshore

hydrogen generation using renewable electricity.
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Summary 

Prospect

Gas Initially in Place

BCF

Prospective Resources

BCF GCoS

%
P90 P50 P10 P90 P50 P10

Cupertino 220 696 1,753 92 370 1,134 26

Richmond 141 429 975 62 211 547 20

Plymouth 56 481 1,990 32 282 1,267 19

Licence P2428 represents a significant

prize in the underexplored northern part

of the Southern North Sea with several

new fields potentially located in an area

of limited seismic data and very few well

penetrations, especially below the

Triassic.

The acquisition of new 3D seismic

across the area is likely to be the next

step in de-risking this area and Deltic

will look to attract partners to help

progress and explore this hugely

exciting opportunity.

Offtake infrastructure including the

mothballed ETS and Cygnus provide

potential offtake options, although the

potential to develop a new long term

production hub exists should multiple

discoveries be made locally.

- 50km diameter circles showing low density of drilling activity around the Cupertino area compared to a similar area in the more mature area of the basin 
around the Selene licence where there are dozens of wells and a number of significant fields 

CYGNUS
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